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I am so proud of you all

WOW TEAM, 
WHAT A MONTH!
Although some of you are on different journeys, you are still 
working together towards exactly the same goals; to feel 
better, look better, gain more energy and improve mental 
health. 

One of the many things I love about my line of work is that 
I get the opportunity to work with you, find out what your 
goals are and do my best to help you achieve them through 
becoming accountable (nutritionally) and slaying you with 
some freaky workouts...

Thank you to everyone who jumped on a call with me, 
it’s great to hear how you are all moving forwards and 
reclaiming your physical and mental health through these 
tough times.

Testimonial from Ollie

“As a forward thinking company, we knew the negative 
impact that lockdown 2.0 could potentially have on our 
sales team. We wanted to erase feelings of uncertainty 
and doubt and instead help create a positive energy 
both in mind and body to push forward and achieve 
our goals.

Sol offered a FREE consultation to discuss the benefits 
of a corporate wellness programme he was running. 
It was just what we were looking for. The results have 
been amazing, not only does it unite us during a time 
when at-home working solutions are in place, it also 
brings the team together for more than just work 
targets and goals. 

The productivity of our team is above and beyond 
our expectations. It has been such a success with our 
Brighton office that we have now added the London 
branch to the programme to train through Sols virtual 
coaching service. 

Sol has a fantastic ability to make everyone feel 
comfortable, from those that train regularly, to those 
that are yet to step inside a gym. His format is fast 
paced, fun but accommodating, and his passion and 
drive is contagious.”

Ollie Kuehne – CEO

In other news, throughout Lockdown 2.0, I dived into the 
corporate world by coaching Ollie Kuehne’s team with the 
21-day challenge. The guys (Ally, Shan, Ben and Ollie) nailed 
it, unfortunately Ryan had COVID so had to opt out. 

The lads all achieved massive results, so when Lockdown 
3.0 dropped, Ollie decided to run the programme again 
and included his London team for an internal competition 
London vs Brighton. 

This, once again, reinforced my passion for virtual coaching 
with this great team building exercise that created healthy 
competition between the two sites.

Final results: Brighton smoked London!
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“The six-week challenge, well, what can I say? Once the 
gyms had closed I found it very difficult to motivate 
myself at home then I heard about the six-week 
challenge! 

I knew Liz and Brian already and saw how well they were 
both doing so I asked to get on board. Over the six-weeks 
Sol and the team have motivated me physically and 
mentally! 

I’ve lost weight and feel so much fitter and stronger. The 
hardest thing I found was the early morning start, but 
once I got into a routine, I found myself going to bed 
earlier and waking up earlier. 

Sol is a fantastic trainer and the workouts are always 
fun. If my form is incorrect then Sol will always point it 
out and help. Also the nutrition guide is amazing and I 
absolutely love the food! 

Myself and the team are on a Whatsapp group and share 
food ideas and help push each other. I’m signing up for 
another month as I couldn’t be without it now. Sol and Liz 
you’ve been amazing and so helpful! Roll on the March. “

Sally

,,THE 6 WEEK CHALLENGE
“I joined Sol’s programme six-weeks ago and didn’t look 
back. Unlike other PTs I have worked with in the past, 
Sol and Liz take the time to reach out on a 1-2-1 basis to 
understand your needs and your goals.
 
The nutritional diet plans are great for weight loss and 
healthy eating. The high impact morning sessions have 
helped me shed weight and build muscle, in six-weeks 
I achieved more with Sol than I did in six-months at the 
gym hitting cardio machines. Ten stars from me. The 
group dynamic also brings a great edge to encourage 
one another, motivate and share tips and advice (Inner 
Circle).
 
I look forward to the next few months with the 
programme and the instant results it delivers. “

Alex ,,
STAFF SHOUT-OUT
Alexa Van-Deelan
We are very happy to announce that Alexa will be joining the TEAM
and delivering some quality Evenings STRENGTH Sessions.

We will be kicking this on
Thursday 11th at 7pm.
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WIN WALL
February

Sasha Wins – My win for the month is joining the team, 
getting up in the early mornings and pushing myself to get 
into a better routine and stepping out of my comfort zone 
even when I’ve had battles with my mind not to do it! 
 
Kirsty Wins – Staying committed to my training, even 
on the days when I didn’t really feel like it. It’s becoming 
more of a way of life now rather than a chore and I don’t 
like the thought of not being able to train. 
 
I feel I have a better balance with nutrition now, I’m 
making better choices and eating less junk food. When 
I do have a treat, I don’t feel guilty, this is a massive 
achievement to me , I’ve stopped obsessing about the 
number on the scales and focussing more on how I feel,  
trusting the journey I’m on, knowing I will reach my goal 
but in a healthy way living life at the same time.

Nancy Wins – WINS for February - getting back into 
running my weekend 5k, had been active on weekends 
but just wasn’t doing my runs so had a little word with 
myself and the boss and got it done so I’m back on track  
and feel like I have found a balance with my nutrition that 
works for me and the family.

Toni Wins – As I am a personal trainer, for me my big 
win is training twice as much as I would usually! It’s 
also nice to be `trained` rather than being the teacher. 
Getting up at 7am is also a big win for me, because I love 
my sleep! It is really nice to be part of a group who have 
the same ethos as me. When you think the training is 
over Sol pushes you to your limit which I love! 

MONEY TALK
Let’s talk about that sticky subject, money. As you know 
this is a business with staff, running costs, systems etc, 
and I need to make sure this is all covered so I have 
outlined everything you will receive by staying with SGUT.

All memberships are rolling, so if you wish to cancel 
before the due date please allow us seven working days 
to process this, as Liz is more of a talker than a typer. 

I just want to reassure you, when Lockdown is lifted I 
will be right by your sides, and as always, committed to 
your success.

Membership Details

As an INNER CIRCLE MEMBER you receive: 

 • Unlimited virtual coaching sessions

 • Access to Members Nutrition site

 • Access to six-week challenge

 • Access to SGUT BOOTCAMP

 • Weekly Check-ins

 • Private Whatsapp community group

 • Underground Gym membership

 • All the above for £67pm
   (If you wish to add UG gym FITNESS classes add £20)

“It’s been another AMAZING month and I have loved 
watching our team grow, the change of systems was more 
challenging than we thought, however you have all been 
so kind and patient and we got there in the end - together. 

I love my role working with Sol and helping you guys stay 
motivated and on the right path, but I must also keep on 
track with my own personal journey - Sol reminded me of 
this a few weeks ago. 

I get terrible sugar cravings and I really have to keep on 
top of the accountability with him - I am so proud that my 
daughter is now part of the SGUT Team too – it shows that 
it is attraction rather than promotion and we now run and 
train together (although she is much faster and about half 
a mile ahead) 

My achievement this month has been getting to silver on 
My My Zone!

I honestly feel that brighter days are coming and we will 
soon be together training in that sunshine by the sea. We 
should all be so proud of ourselves, training in lockdown 
and getting through this really uncertain time. It proves 
how important fitness and nutrition is for our mental 
health - and as uncertain as some days have been it’s been 
so refreshing seeing you all daily and starting my day the 
SGUT way.

Here’s to another great month everyone.“

THE LIZZIE CATCH UP

Lizze X



BOOTCAMP

ROCKWATER BOOTCAMP

So, as I write this we have just touched down in March, 
and had one of the nicest weekends weather wise (I 
even managed to get some gardening in) after what 
seems like an eternity of rain and dark cold frosty 
mornings...

This is super promising considering we have just 
secured our Bootcamp spot outside Rockwater for 
another year.

Important News
As we are due to come out of Lockdown and a few of 
you maybe considering your next step. 

I would like to clarify that the sessions I take will 
remain on-line and even when the BOOTCAMP starts 
(March 29th: I’ll be live from Rockwater)
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%Need some new Kicks or some fresh AF gym gear?
Nick Rivett sports 10% OFF - quote SGUT10
 
Want to see if you are really going balls out!!
Track your progression and monitor your Heart Rate with Myzone HR Tracker 
RRP £129.99 SGUT £79.99
Myzone band https://buy.myzone.org/?lang=enGB&voucher=SGUTUK001
 
Fancy a juice?
YouJuice 10% OFF - quote SGUT www.youjuice.co.uk
 
Need a new website?
Free Website and App Builds - U2 View Media - Lizzie 07534 388695
 
Got a business and wanna advertise?
20% OFF all Advertising campaigns @ Gaydio Radio - Lizzie 07534 388695 
15% OFF @ English Rose Beauty Room - Nancy 07722356495 
 
Carbs are not the enemy
La Piazza - Monday - Friday 12-5pm - 15% OFF Your Total Bill - www.lapiazza.co.uk
 
Covid safe masks
The Comfort Loop Face Mask is similar to your traditional “around the ear” face masks however the fabric quality, sanitised actifresh technology, 
bamboo charcoal fabric and adjustability really sets this mask apart. This dual layered face mask includes two distinct layers of protection. 

For 20% OFF use code SGUT20 at MiiiBuy.com

DISCOUNTS
Exclusive 

As a SGUT MEMBER you get access to our discount list... 

LASTLY...
Up and coming SGUT Shizz
SGUT Education APP. Basically, the Website 
SGUT Timetable introduces the UG BOOTCAMP which is now part of 
the SGUT System so you now get to workout in a small group again 
on March 29th at Rockwater, I will be adding more locations on the 
South Coast so stay tuned.

I would like to thank you for your continued support and if I can help 
you in any way, all you gotta do is reach out!
 
Stay safe and I’ll catch you On-Line. 


